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PH300	  Spring	  2011	  
	  

Homework	  03	  
	  
Total	  Points:	  30	  
	  

1. (1 Point) Each week you should review both your answers and the solutions for the previous 
week's homework to make sure that you understand all the questions and how to answer them 
correctly.  Each week you will receive credit for reviewing your old homework, which will be 
returned to you every Tuesday.  Please review your homework and the solutions from last week 
and let me know that it was graded correctly.  If it was not, state here which problems were 
incorrectly graded, and then contact me (via email or before/after class). 

 

2. (2 Points) Your first homework question this week is to submit one homework correction 
from the previous week's homework. Select one problem for which you had the wrong answer, 
and then: 

1. Identify the question number you are correcting. 

2. State (copy) your original wrong answer 

3. Explain where your original reasoning was incorrect, the correct reasoning for the 
problem, and how it leads to the right answer. 

If you got all the answers correct, Great!!! Then state which was your favorite or most useful 
homework problem and why. 

 

3. (2 Points) The binomial approximation: (1− x)n ≈ 1− nx  is a good approximation for any 
number n and any x much smaller than 1 (that is,  x 1).  The binomial approximation is 
frequently useful in relativity, where you often encounter expressions of the form (1− x)n , with x 
small.  Make a table showing (1− x)n  and its approximation 1− nx  for n = −1 / 2 , and 
x = 0.5,  0.1,  0.01,  0.001 .  In each case find the percentage by which the approximation differs 
from the exact result. 

 

4. (2 Points) What must one’s speed be, relative to a frame S, in order for one’s own clocks to 
lose one second per day (as observed in frame S)? 
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5. (7 Points, 1 point each) A group of π mesons (pions) are observed to be traveling at 
u ' = 0.8c  in a physics laboratory.  The mean lifetime (let’s call it λ ) for unstable particles 
undergoing exponential decay is the average time for a group of particles to be reduced to 1/e of 
their original number.  We can express this mathematically as: Nt = N0 exp(−Δt / λ) .  We see 
then that for Δt = λ , Nt = N0 exp(−1) = (1 / e) ⋅N0  

A) What is the γ –factor for the pions? 

 

B) If the pions’ proper mean lifetime is λ = 2.6 ×10−8 s , what is the lifetime (λ ' ) as observed in 
the laboratory frame? 

 

C) If there were initially 32,000 pions, how many will be left after they have traveled 36 meters, 
from the source to a detector (as measured in the laboratory frame)? 

 

D) Show that this number is the same, as calculated in the rest frame of the pions. 

 

E) What would the answer to (D) be if there were no time dilation (i.e., Δτ = Δt ' )? 

 

F) How long does the distance of 36 meters in the laboratory frame appear to the pions in their 
rest frame? 

 

G) Use the result from (F) and the proper time elapsed (as calculated in the rest frame of the 
pions) to find the velocity of the laboratory frame, as calculated in the rest frame of the pions. 
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6) (6 Points, 2 points each) It is important to understand that the effects of special relativity are 
in no way due to the fact that light travels at a finite speed, but rather due to the fact that the 
speed of light is the same finite quantity in any inertial reference frame.  We can always take into 
account the time it takes for light to travel some distance, and in fact, we must do so in order to 
ensure that all the local clocks at rest relative to each other in our frame of reference are properly 
synchronized.  The goal of this problem is to understand the difference between what a single 
observer perceives (with her eyes), and what a system of local observations made with 
synchronized clocks will record.  The main issue is that a single observer can only perceive 
information that has actually had time to reach her.  This means the one observer is only going to 
see things as they arrive, usually delayed by the speed of light from where the events actually 
happened.  Things that happened farther away, but at earlier times, will be arriving at the 
location of a single observer at the same time. 

Consider a rod of proper length l0 , moving at speed v, relative to frame S.  Careful 
measurements made by local observers in S will show that the rod has the contracted length:

l = l0 γ . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But now consider what is seen by a single Observer Q: 
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What Observer Q sees at any one instant is determined by the light entering her eyes at that 
instant.  Now, consider the light reaching Observer Q at one instant from the front and back ends 
of the rod. 

A) Explain in words why these two light rays must have left the two ends of the rod at different 
times. 

 

B) Prove that Observer Q sees a rod that is longer than l .  (In fact, at certain speeds, it is even 
seen to be longer than l0 , and the length contraction is actually perceived as an expansion.) 

 

C) Prove that once it has passed her (the rod is now to the right of her), Observer Q will now see 
the rod to be shorter than l . 

 

 

7. (7 Points Total, see individual parts for points) Suppose that a rocket leaves Earth for some 
distant star located 10,000 light years away (a light year is a measure of distance – it is the 
distance traveled by light in one year ≈ 9.5 ×1015meters ). 

 

In order to simulate an Earth-like gravity aboard the rocket, it accelerates at a constant rate of 
1g = 9.8 m / s2 .  Passengers aboard the rocket would not be able to detect a difference between a 
laboratory aboard the rocket and a laboratory on Earth, since no experiment can (in principle) 
determine the difference between a constantly-accelerated frame and a reference frame at rest in 
a uniform gravitational field (think about the extra weight you feel when an elevator starts to 
accelerate upward; this is the equivalency principle of general relativity, which we won’t cover 
further in this course). 

 

In the absence of relativistic effects, we might naively compute the time it would take to travel 
the distance according to classical mechanics: 

x = 10,000 ly = 1
2
at 2      →      t = 2x

a
=

2(2.5 ×1019m)
9.8 m / s2 ≈ 4.4 ×109 s ≈ 140 years  

This must be incorrect, since it would require the rocket to travel faster than the speed of light 
(which it eventually would, in a classical universe, if it could actually accelerate at a constant 
9.8m/s2 for more than a century), which is thought to be impossible.  Let’s find out why: 
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In some inertial reference frame, the relativistic momentum of a particle at any time is defined as 

p = m
dx
dτ

, where m is the mass of the particle, and 
d
dτ

 is a derivative with respect to the proper 

time for that particle.  The relativistic momentum of the particle can also be expressed as 

p = γmu , where u =
dx
dt

, the velocity of the particle as measured in that reference frame.  We 

can show this by remembering that 
dx
dτ

=
dx
dt

⋅
dt
dτ

.  Then, since t = γ ⋅τ , we have 
dt
dτ

= γ and: 

p = m
dx
dτ

= m
dx
dt

⋅
dt
dτ

= m
dx
dt

⋅ γ = γmu  

 

A) (4 Points) Newton’s second law is given by F =
dp
dt

.  Show that F can also be expressed as 

F = γ 3mawhere a = du
dt

 is the acceleration. [Hint: remember that γ is also a function of u.  You 

will need to apply the chain rule several times in this problem.] 

 

B) (1 Point) Find the force necessary to give a proton (mp = 1.67 ×10
−27 kg ) an acceleration of 

a = 1019m / s2  when its speed is: i) 0.01c; ii) 0.1c; iii) 0.9c; & iv) 0.99c. 

 

C) (2 Points) Now explain in words why the rocket would not be able to accelerate at 9.8 m/s2 
for a period of 140 years, the (classical) time required to reach the star 10,000 light years away. 

 

8. (3 Points) One of the potentially confusing things about special relativity is that it shows us 
that the time measured between two events depends upon your inertial frame of reference.  In 
particular, two events that appear to be simultaneous in one inertial frame may be measured to 
occur at different times in a different inertial frame.  Even more interesting is that Event 1 might 
occur either before or after (or at the same time as) Event 2, depending upon your reference 
frame! 

The proper interpretation of these facts is to say that nothing in physics forces two simultaneous 
events in one frame to be simultaneous in any other frame.  However, what about the order of 
events when Event 1 CAUSES Event 2?  For example, let’s consider two events from a game of 
pool: 
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1) A cue ball, traveling at 10 m/s, hits the eight ball (of mass equal to the cue ball).  An elastic 
collision transfers all the linear momentum of the cue ball to the eight ball. 

2) 0.1 seconds later, the eight ball sinks in a corner pocket, 1.0 meters from the collision point. 

Therefore, as viewed in the rest frame of the table, we see two events, separated in time by 0.1 
seconds, and separated in space by 1.0 meters.  We view these events as being in a cause-and-
effect relationship – they are two events where one causes the other. 

Use the Lorentz transformations to answer the following question: What conditions are required 
for there to be an inertial reference frame where these two events are observed to occur in the 
opposite order in time? (i.e., the eight ball sinks into the corner pocket before being struck by the 
cue ball.  Remember, this is not about perception; the second event would have to be recorded by 
a local observer as occurring at a time earlier than the first event, as seen by another local 
observer.)  Comment on your result. 


